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While information technologies we employ in business, government, and society have dramatically enhanced our ability to conduct commerce, the vulnerabilities of these systems create potential dangers not often fully apprehended. As an example, criminal and terrorist groups have demonstrated a sophisticated understanding of how to adapt organizational forms and information technologies to advance their agendas, regardless of how contemptible these may be. In this article, we consider how these groups may view information technology and systems both as means by which they may more effectively organize themselves and as potential targets as they subvert the underlying societal assumptions regarding the technology itself. Topics such as these have implications for both IS research and practice because the changing nature of warfare means entities that may have until recently been seen as “non-combatant” are no longer viewed as such; any organization’s online resources may be regarded and serviced as legitimate targets. This fact, coupled with the interconnectedness of the global economy, makes it imperative to understand the potential threat—whether this is acted on by criminals, terrorists, or even by hostile nation states—and place greater emphasis on defending vital systems against such attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Evil is an outreach program. A solitary bad person sitting alone, harboring genocidal thoughts, and wishing he ruled the world is not a problem unless he lives next to us in the trailer park. In the big geopolitical trailer park that is the world today, he does.


We live in an age of ever-increasing global connectivity and integration, facilitated by the availability of open standards and a robust information infrastructure provided by the Internet [Barabasi, 2002; cf. Zanini and Edwards, 2001]. Open standards and protocols such as TCP/IP, HTML, XML and various file format standards (e.g., Quicken .qfx, Acrobat .pdf, or multimedia formats such as .jpg, .gif, .flv or .mpeg) enable easy communication between enterprises of all stripes, their customers, their suppliers, their competitors, and those organizations that oversee the activities of commerce. This new level of global connectivity has also enabled a variety of knowledge-based and virtual organizational forms to emerge; managers and employees no longer need to be co-located in order to function more or less in unison.

Unfortunately, the very same open standards and robust infrastructure also afford new opportunities for terrorist and criminal organizations that can just as easily leverage this infrastructure as would those who do so for “legitimate” ends. The network is agnostic; it sees no difference between a legal bank deposit, a virus, monies being laundered by a drug cartel, or encoded operating instructions to a terror cell to carry out an operation, so long as a given message lives up to nominal standard network messaging requirements.

This potentially enables criminal and terrorist groups by extending their reach in two ways. First, these groups and individuals have made sophisticated use of information technologies that enable them to organize as knowledge-based virtual organizations, in which technology adoption and use may involve relatively conventional applications (i.e., using technology much as would “legitimate” entities) to enable them to function more effectively in their environments. Second, there is the potential for attack on these enabling systems themselves to steal finances or data or to damage others’ systems.

If we set aside, for the moment, understandable indignation at the goals of criminal and terrorist organizations and the means used to achieve them, we discern patterns of use that provide their own clues about why these groups are difficult to restrain and how the global information infrastructure provided by the Internet augments their capabilities and reach. We see innovative uses of information and communication technology often unmatched by the slow-moving institutions that set out to bring them to justice [cf. Castells, 1998]. In addition, by dint of its global connectivity and enabling of the global marketplace, the Internet infrastructure has encouraged many to depend on the capabilities it offers. This dependence means that there are vastly expanded opportunities to steal data or finances. Further, to sever or otherwise compromise access to such capabilities would likely create significant disruption in the everyday lives of millions who depend on network interconnectivity for the monitoring and operation of electrical, telecommunications, and transportation systems [cf. Gorman, 2009], or electronic commerce systems for banking, shopping, and financial trades, to name but a few examples. This state of affairs presents vastly expanded opportunities for unanticipated sorts of activities by criminals, terrorists, and even nation states that never leave the virtual world [cf. Verton, 2003].

The implications of such use and/or targeting go well beyond any localized impact to a single individual, organization, or even nation-state; rather, they represent a deeper threat to the technical and financial infrastructures upon which the modern world depends. Thus, it would seem clear that those charged with defending society; enforcing its laws, and designing, building, and defending systems, as well as those who research how these things are accomplished, may benefit from a review of these possibilities. These roles are not limited to national defense, law enforcement or other government agencies. Any organization with an online presence, regardless of its purpose or affiliation may be a target. Hence, a discussion of the threat from so-called “black hat” entities [cf. Mahmood et al., 2010] is relevant to the private sector as well.

To better understand the possibilities of how technologies may be subverted for nefarious uses, we first draw on a theoretical perspective that provides a language for describing these phenomena. We next describe several examples of how criminal and terrorist organizations have made effective use of existing technologies and technical
infrastructures, both to advance their agendas in more “conventional” ways, and then by extension how these systems themselves have come to be viewed and serviced as targets, both for theft and for disruption. Finally, we describe implications for those who would research the use (and misuse) of information technologies and systems and for those charged with developing and defending them.

II. THE SUBVERSION OF TECHNOLOGIES AND SYSTEMS

For as long as humans have built and deployed technologies and systems, these have been subverted by their own design. Consider an axe used to kill rather than chop wood, a screwdriver to bore holes rather than fasten screws, or, in more contemporary terms, a spreadsheet to write letters rather than manipulate numbers. While technology surfaces in the context of a particular intent, there is almost never a way to effectively circumscribe its uses to its designed purpose alone, although institutional practices such as licensing and prohibition are post hoc attempts to censor the use of a technology or even a technique.

A cursory discussion of the technology creation process illustrates how such subversion occurs. A practice exists which may or may not already utilize some technology, but will almost always involve some technique. The practice is typically a legitimate one, sanctioned or at least tolerated within a particular social milieu. The practice is then built into a technology as a means to facilitate repetitive or consistent use. To the technology’s user or its intended beneficiary, the practice and the technology are coextensive; the technology becomes “ready-to-hand” [Heidegger, 1962], an unremarkable background means of continuing the practice. Matters are likely to continue in this way so long as there is no motivation to find other uses for the technology, either by improvement or subversion. But technology, by its very accomplishment of “freezing” practice, circumscribes the actions of larger and larger numbers of people and groups such that the motivation to adapt it to local circumstances and purposes almost invariably creeps in from one angle or another.

To those who have always understood a given technology as belonging un questionably to one set of practices (e.g., an airplane is meant to enable movement from one location to another, not to be used for political or criminal purposes through hijacking), these unintended adaptations may appear unacceptable and there may emerge a felt need to reclaim the use of the technology in a more acceptable direction. Laws and other societal institutions may be called into play in order to control how the technology is used, or the technology itself may be altered to prevent its use in unanticipated ways. But these actions and alterations are, eventually, only nominal, in that they depend on subversive groups accepting (usually because of the ultimate threat of state force, as Giddens [1987] points out) the jurisdiction of the institutions in question or ignoring the rich potential for alternative uses invariably present within the technologies. Moreover, the number of potential alternative uses is multiplied by the constant drive to refine and extend technologies, either to imbue them with greater functionality (e.g., “smartphones”) or to thwart subversions (e.g., anti-virus or firewall software). The ease with which alternative uses can be called into play becomes even greater as technologies are made more general in their purpose.

Interestingly too, just as our processes of refinement attempt to make technologies more useful and less vulnerable to the machinations of those who do not share our cultural and social commitments, once alternative or subversive uses are brought into play, they too become subject to refinement and resistance to our attempts at control (consider how the open-source movement invites processes of refinement from a worldwide public). Consequently, subversive uses themselves become more sophisticated and even institutionalized in their own way. The hijacking of airplanes is a case in point. As controls grew at airports for the purpose of reducing the likelihood of hijacking, means of subverting these controls developed as well. Hijacking continued for a long time to be understood, through its reproduction in scores of instances, by perpetrators and victims alike as a means of diverting the destination of an airplane and using the safety of its passengers as a bargaining tool. This institutionalization of the idea of hijacking, however, was dramatically undermined on September 11, 2001, when hijacked planes were flown into buildings as makeshift cruise missiles rather than safely flown to alternative destinations. Hence, even “illegitimate” uses of our technologies fall into certain patterns which serve to create background expectancies [cf. Garfinkel, 1967] about how they will be used and refined in the future.

One source of language that may be used to describe such unanticipated appropriation of familiar technologies is provided by Giddens [1984] in the form of structuration theory [cf. DeSanctis and Poole, 1992], which focuses on “rules” (normative constraints on action) and “resources” (social objects that enable interaction). As actors engage the world, they do so within available rules and resources, and structure is both imposed on social action and emergent through interaction [Giddens, 1984] [cf. DeSanctis and Poole, 1992; Orlikowski, 1992]. Sewell [1992] elaborates on “rules” as schemata or ideological frameworks that prescribe courses of appropriate action. Sewell suggests that these “recipes for action” are somewhat different from rules in that they may be transposed outside the social sphere in which they were initially generated and internalized. By way of example, e-mail can be seen as having a metaphoric similarity to mailing a pen and paper letter, which might explain its ready adoption—the concept of “mailing” a letter to an “address” was fairly easily transposed to its electronic equivalent once one understood that...
both acts involved transferring information, albeit via different media. Resources are cultural products or objects that actors may use to enhance or extend power [cf. Sewell, 1992; Giddens, 1984]. Resource-rich actors are more capable of generating, disseminating, and legitimating schemata among others, although the influence that a resources-rich actor may have is limited by the actor’s proximity to those targets of influence, a phenomenon Giddens [1984] terms time-space distanciation.

Information technologies, in particular the Internet, may dramatically alter the dynamics of time-space, enabling options for action heretofore not considered. Individuals and groups (even hostile nation states) not previously seen as being able to project power globally are greatly enabled by information and communication technologies, as well as global transportation infrastructures. The increasing ubiquity and mobility of Internet-enabled devices and individualized content delivery mechanisms, such as blogs, tweets, and YouTube™ postings, further boosts the potential that sensational or dramatic acts of terror will in fact prove effective and successful as a means of quickly and inexpensively spreading worldwide awareness and propaganda [Jenkins, 2003]. For example, the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks, in particular due to their occurrence near the U.S. Thanksgiving holiday, likely led to greater awareness of them, at least in the U.S. Further, the very dependence of society at large on the global Internet infrastructure also enables attacks that can disrupt seemingly normal activities such as shopping; witness how the 2009 Christmas Eve distributed denial of service (DDOS) attacks against Amazon, Wal-Mart, and others impacted last-minute holiday shopping [Krazit, 2009]. Online banking attacks [e.g., Mills, 2010; Derbyshire, 2010] may diminish confidence even in simple banking transactions.

Concerns about Internet security exist in part because of its very openness. Information systems may be assessed as to confidentiality, integrity, and availability [NIST, 2004], referred to as the CIA triad. While the Internet represents a robust global information system, one needs to recall that it was originally devised with an emphasis on availability (i.e., the network and relevant information should be available to those with legitimate need). Confidentiality (i.e., that a given store of data should only be seen by those with legitimate authority or privilege to do so) and integrity (i.e., data should be changeable only by those with legitimate authority to do so) were not emphasized in the design of the Internet. When the network was exclusively the domain of government, this may have been acceptable. However, with the opening of the infrastructure to the world at large, and given the sensitivity of the data transmitted and criticality of the systems it supports, concerns about these vulnerabilities are now rising to the forefront. Further, the openness of the architecture itself creates vulnerabilities that may lead to denial of availability (e.g., through DDOS attack). When these vulnerabilities come into contact with those who may not share the same beliefs about “appropriate” use and who may have reason to do harm, these concerns become even more salient.

This returns us to the schemata called into play by criminals and terrorists. In most terrorist and criminal organizations, reciprocity and legitimate authority (such as one finds in a market or bureaucratic structure) are necessary; common values and beliefs are also important. However, one of the key appeals is to those who feel a sense of disenfranchisement [Rouleau, 2001]. Religious terrorists, including some white supremacist groups in the United States [Vidal, 2002; Castells, 1998], tend to see themselves as a persecuted minority, victims of violence and/or oppression, and morally justified in any act they undertake against “infidels,” “nonbelievers,” or “mud people,” i.e., anybody who is not one of their kind [Hoffman, 1993] [cf. Stern, 2002]. Legitimate authority in these sorts of groups is derived from shared belief in the cause, or in their cultural identity [Castells, 1998] [cf. Ronfeldt and Arquilla, 2001; Stern, 2002]. Faced with limited resources (at least relative to larger nation states), such groups have historically demonstrated a penchant for creativity in exploiting various technologies to ingenious, albeit nefarious ends [cf. Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 2001], perhaps partly because of their existence outside the mainstream of societies in which these technologies were devised.

Regardless of the perpetrator, traditional defense and law-enforcement entities are unable to defend completely against such threats, in particular in western nations where technology has become so important to daily life (e.g., for banking or shopping). This is because the vast majority of the Internet infrastructure and attached systems in these countries, including privately-owned and managed servers and networks, the telecommunications backbone, and electrical utility grid is privately owned and, therefore, out of the direct control of the government. The interconnectedness of these systems implies that, should an attack be launched, it could be against (or by employing) a wide range of financial, utility, or other nongovernmental systems to achieve a wide range of potential outcomes. Hence, individuals and organizations that wish to conduct their business by taking advantage of the Internet infrastructure should be aware of such threats and take the appropriate steps to mitigate the risk to which these lead.

Summarizing the discussion thus far, information and communication technologies offer new opportunities for action, some of which may be undertaken by individuals, groups, or nation states with alternative views about what are “acceptable” uses and goals for these technologies. As long as the motivation exists to use the technologies for ends other than originally envisaged, those wishing to circumscribe their use may find themselves fighting a losing
battle. They will be fighting not merely to control such behavior but to put bounds on the creativity of these groups, as well as on the societal causes they choose to support. Such control over those already outside or resistant to our ambit of influence are, at best, extremely difficult to effect.

To address these threats first requires understanding of these groups, their motivations, and their causes, as well as the “occasions for structuring action” [cf. Barley, 1986] afforded by technologies and the resultant organizational forms that have been devised, including their global reach—all of which reveals difficulties in circumscribing the actions by these groups that such technologies enable. In the next section we provide a range of examples that illumine our perspective, and we seek to explain the inherent challenges in restricting both the manner in which these groups can be seen as subverting technologies as well as constraining their modus operandi.

III. EXAMPLES THAT ILLUMINE OUR PERSPECTIVE

One upshot of the availability of robust infrastructure and open standards is the emergence of virtual organizational forms based on the sharing and enactment of knowledge [cf. Orlikowski, 2002; DeSanctis and Monge, 1999; Thomas, 2003]. The nature of these organizations means that they are rather malleable, with processes, relationships, and structures among partners changing as shared goals and needs change. The malleability of virtual organizations means that they could form for short periods to achieve specific, shared goals, and then just as rapidly disband. For example, groups that descended on the WTO talks in Seattle in 1999 [de Armond, 2001] represented a diverse agglomeration of labor, anti-globalization, and environmental groups that, while having some elements in common, might also be at cross-purposes on other issues. In a like manner, disparate terror groups could collaborate to launch an attack on an entity regarded as a common enemy.

Criminal and terrorist organizations are generally built around some central organizing theme or set of background expectancies that binds members of the network together [cf. Ouchi, 1980; Maitland, Bryson, and Van de Ven, 1986], and provides a shared interpretative context [cf. Zack, 1993]. Within this context, messages can be readily understood by in-group members that may make no sense to nonmembers (for example, consider a parent attempting to comprehend text messages sent between teenage children and their friends). Members may not be consciously aware of the existence of the knowledge and hence may be unable to communicate it to nonmembers [Bloodgood and Salisbury, 2001]. This common frame of reference makes these groups capable of coordinating without a clear chain of command which could be identified and disrupted—where communication of rich messages is readily accomplished using extremely “lean” media [cf. Lee, 1994; Daft and Lengel, 1986]. Even media as lean as telegraph [cf. Standage, 1998] or more recent limited-bandwidth channels such as Twitter™ could be used by in-group members to communicate quite rich messages using a restricted code. Moreover, the very nature of digital representation and signal manipulation creates unique opportunities to increase the “absolute bandwidth” of otherwise lean media. For example, groups such as al Qaeda are believed to encode messages in graphic files using steganography, with instructions how to access the information sent in brief messages that would be understandable to insiders [Cohen, 2001; Ronfeldt and Arquilla, 2001] [cf. Higgins, Leggett, and Cullison, 2002].

Accordingly, terrorist and criminal groups have demonstrated effectiveness both with codifying knowledge for sharing and creating networks (or perhaps rather, “communities of practice”) by applying information technology. With respect to codified knowledge, terrorist groups use a variety of information technologies (e.g., e-mail, CDs, websites) to deliver instructional materials [cf. Arquilla, Ronfeldt, and Zanini, 1999]. Colombian drug cartels have been especially effective in this effort, for example, developing extensive knowledge management systems to map U.S. P-3 Orion surveillance aircraft movements by integrating pilot reports into detailed maps of radar coverage and data mining systems to track telephone calls of their membership, some of whom were killed when the system revealed calls to government officials [cf. Kailhila, 2002]. Further, codified knowledge publicly available online may be used by criminal and terror groups to gather information about potential targets and do reconnaissance from a distance. Google™ Maps “street view” could be a quite effective means to accomplish such efforts. Names and addresses of key law enforcement or defense personnel may also be readily located online or perhaps acquired through technology exploits such as that of the Apple™ iPad in June, 2010 [Tate, 2010] [cf. Ante, 2010].

Recruiting and networking with members are also made easier for terror groups by widespread availability of their message on Internet sites. Although the media in question are extremely lean, the sheer reach of the technical infrastructure across time-space means that individuals who share similar schemata as do those at the head of these organizations, e.g., the sense of disenfranchised and alienation, will eventually be found and some will likely respond [cf. Schmitt and Lipton, 2010]. Those who do respond can be recruited to places where they can be trained and indoctrinated further, becoming “nodes” in the network that can be eventually activated to perform a particular task using lean, perhaps encoded, messages [cf. Gertz, 2002]. The prevalence and effectiveness of such tactics were revealed during the course of several terror-related investigations including the 2008 arrest of Bryant Neal Vinas, a young American purported to have trained with al Qaeda in the border regions between Afghanistan and Pakistan, and the 2009 arrest of five American citizens in Pakistan. Reports surrounding the arrests attest to the
efficacy of IT-enabled recruitment and command and control tactics such as training and propaganda videos posted and shared on sites such as YouTube™ and coordination via draft comments in shared online e-mail accounts [Harwood, 2009; Robertson and Cruickshank, 2009].

Networking among the membership is important because there is evidence to suggest the most important connections when it comes to accomplishing something that requires connections (e.g., getting a job; getting elements put in place to steal aircraft to demolish a building) are accomplished through so-called "weak" ties [Granovetter, 1973]. The interconnectedness enabled by the Internet takes this "weak ties" perspective to another depth; even members with extremely tenuous links to the organization, but a belief in its message and a willingness to take action on its behalf, can be outfitted and put into action. For example, some have advocated a "cyber-jihad," directed at Israeli government and business websites in particular, but also those of U.S., Indian, Australian, and British interests [USAToday.com, 2002]. In response, Israel has appealed to its citizens to retaliate against Muslim, al Qaeda, and pro-PLO sites [Zanini and Edwards, 2001]. Given the ready availability of hacking tools on the Internet, "script kiddies" (users of scripted hacking procedures) [Fickes, 2003], whether or not linked to any particular group, are easily recruited and require no resources to be expended by the group for which they act. Further, such individuals can act independently of any specific group order, making the identification and, therefore, disruption of any command and control structure difficult.

Ironically, the amorphous state of these groups has largely been driven by their aggressive pursuit by various nation-states (at least those nation-states who do not find such groups useful to promote their own goals). This has forced these groups to evolve into flexible configurations that do not confront their target institutions directly but at their periphery, exploiting overlapping responsibilities and institutional rigidity or by infiltrating the bureaucracy via bribery or extortion [Castells, 1998]. The capacity provided by a robust information infrastructure and open standards enhances the ability to carry out such attacks. The analysis of terrorist groups by Arquilla, Ronfeldt, and Zanini [1999] indicates that a very deadly sort of natural selection is in play: as these groups are systematically surrounded and confronted, they have metamorphosed into different forms using different tactics [cf. Stern, 2003], adopting by necessity the kinds of knowledge-based, virtual organizational forms to which businesses often aspire. The information infrastructure provided by the Internet and the willingness to violate background expectations about what is and is not appropriate use, offer a wide range of opportunities for action, both in the physical and the virtual realm.

Indeed, when various governments attempt to choke off funding for criminal and terror groups by targeting charitable organizations that tend to serve as fronts for these groups [Lister, 2010], any short-term damage to the ability of terror groups to access funding for their efforts is mitigated by these same terror groups making use of criminal activity to access funding. For example, "phishing," whereby e-mails are sent to unsuspecting Internet users to solicit personal information used to create false identities and/or access bank accounts, or its more sophisticated variant "spear phishing," wherein a targeted e-mail is sent to a potential victim that is part of some group within which a story may be seen as more plausible, are both used to secure funding [FBI, 2009]. Other attacks include "pharming" [Vamosi, 2005] which does not require the user to respond to any e-mail, but simply to attempt to visit a trusted domain for which the address has been corrupted via DNS poisoning [Halley, 2008] and the aforementioned DDOS attack, such as was perpetrated against Amazon.com around Christmas of 2009 [cf. Krazit, 2009]. Another type of attack engages in extortion by launching Trojan horse viruses that infect target machines to encrypt data files on these machines, thereby holding one's data for ransom [Walton, 2005]. While these sorts of attacks have previously been the domain of the small-time hacker, the FBI and other law enforcement organizations suggest the attacks are getting more sophisticated and targeted, indicating organized efforts [Sullivan, 2004], either by criminal and terror groups or by nation-states. More significant examples of so-called "cyber-extortion," either by stealing data and holding it for ransom [cf. Heine and Nussbaum, 2008; Markoff, 2008; Vijayan, 2008] or using the broad reach of the Internet as a threat to disseminate negative information about a target entity [Kravets, 2010], are also now in play. The theft of several million identities from TJX Corporation’s TJ Maxx and Marshalls stores in the US and Canada beginning in 2005 (enabled by poor wireless security) is another example of such exploits [cf. Bar On, 2007]. A sophisticated "executive spear-phishing" type attack was used in 2011 to gain access to sensitive data from the Canadian government [Weston, 2011].

Clearly any scheme that enables money to be transported to untraceable locations offers an opportunity for relatively uninterruptible funding for terror and criminal groups and creates difficulties for any effort to track them into nation-states not yet integrated into the global economy [cf. Barnett, 2004]. The amounts are significant; one operation by Ukrainian hackers using the Zeus botnet stole roughly $70 million (US) from the bank accounts of small companies, municipalities, and churches in at least four countries before they were caught [Perez, 2010; cf. Derbyshire, 2010]. In the U.S. $559.7 million (US) in online fraud losses were reported in 2009 [Internet Crime Complaint Center, 2010], more than double the amount in 2008. An FBI survey [Reuters, 2006] indicated that 84 percent of businesses responding suffered a virus attack in the twelve-month period covered by the survey, despite 98 percent of these
same businesses indicating that they employed antivirus software with the average damage resulting from an attack being $24,000 (US). These attacks are also more sophisticated and frequent [Fossi, 2010]; the number of cataloged malicious code signatures increased by 2.9 million (71 percent) between 2008 and 2009 [Symantec, 2010]. The Zeus botnet is representative of this sophistication; the business model developed by its Russian creator features licensing agreements and technical support [Perez, 2010]. The nature of the sorts of virtual attacks we describe here (enabled largely by the design of the Internet) makes them extremely difficult to trace and address. For example, in the FBI survey mentioned above, 44 percent of attacks were traced to China. However, it would be not at all difficult for a hacker based in another country to launch their attack from a poorly defended machine in China or to spoof the address [cf. Tanase, 2003] to make it appear as if the attack came from China.

Further, cyber attacks are not limited to the virtual world alone. Another potential avenue for attack is based on leveraging both the physical and virtual in a coordinated effort. As an example, one could imagine a coordinated attack involving a bombing of a physical site of great importance, coordinated with a simultaneous release of viruses propagated through cell phones or other wireless devices to launch a denial of service attack against emergency communication services [cf. Verton, 2003; Stone, 2009]. The interdependence between critical utility and information infrastructures has gained significant attention with the 2009 release of a theoretical paper regarding the possibilities for creating cascading failures in the U.S. power grid [Markoff and Barboza, 2010]. In 2010, the vulnerability of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems such as those used to manage large industrial sites was revealed by the Stuxnet worm, a targeted software that propagated via zero-day exploits in Microsoft Windows [Naraine, 2010] and then attacked an exploit in Siemens’ control software that would give control of the target system to an attacker. The threat of such an attack was also vividly demonstrated by the Aurora proof of concept demonstration [AP, 2007] wherein an electrical generator was sent remote commands that caused it to destroy itself. In 2008 concerns were raised that “cyber-extortion” type attacks such as described earlier had already been launched against some utility companies, in essence holding the power grid for ransom [Schachtman, 2008]. Given vulnerabilities of these systems, the movement toward a “smart” electrical grid [cf. US DoE, 2010], which would be even more dependent on information systems and networks, presents yet another concern.

In the virtual world, there are few safe havens online for either side. The “taken for granted” nature of what is and is not anticipated on the Internet has caught terrorist groups themselves flat-footed. Their websites have been found vulnerable to these same kinds of “hack attacks” as soon as they put up an Internet presence; al-Neda was hacked by other groups in 2002, redirecting their links to pornographic sites [Moaveni, 2002]. This demonstrates the flipside of launching online attacks: one tends to live within a “glass house” created by the cycle of hack and counter-hack. In this example, anyone angry at al Qaeda and with access to the Internet could launch denial of service attacks, hack and deface their sites, or engage in any of a variety of other “cyber-attacks” [cf. Denning, 2001]. Despite U.S. government warnings to its citizens against so-called “patriot hacking” [Pace, 2003; Wired, 2003], such an attack was responsible for redirecting requests for Al-Jazeera’s home page to a pro-U.S. website in response to the United Arab Emirates network’s coverage of the Iraq war in 2003 [Wired, 2003].

Another example of this sort of vulnerability among terror groups is found in the story of a U.S. citizen in Maryland who apparently bought the domain name alneda.com by using the Snapback service to prevent al Qaeda from using it in 2002 (al-Neda, or “the Call,” was previously used by al Qaeda) and proceeded to re-post the site, but with added scripts to trace IP addresses of those who posted to the site.2 He evidently provided this information to the U.S. FBI, but even this example demonstrates the difficulty for large government organizations to respond to these sorts of threats; it seems that by the time somebody at the FBI who understood the significance of what this individual had done was apprised, the original website designer of al Neda posted a warning that the site had been compromised [CNN, 2002; Di Justo, 2002; Schultz, 2002; Hopper, 2002] [cf. Stone, 2005; Robbins, 2002]. Other individuals have engaged in social engineering attacks against potential terrorist targets by infiltrating chat rooms and social networking groups [cf. Hitt, 2007], seeking intelligence that may be passed to law enforcement.

Unfortunately, this lack of comprehension of one’s vulnerability online is not limited to terrorist groups; even what would seem relatively secure military devices and systems are not immune to this sort of attack. In December 2009, Shiite insurgents in Iraq purchased off-the-shelf software for approximately $26 (US) that enabled them to hack into and intercept live feeds from U.S. Predator drones, actions which would limit the element of surprise for U.S. attacks and also provide intelligence as to what roads or facilities the U.S. military was monitoring [Gorman, Dreazen, and Cole, 2009]. Details of defense plans shared between the U.S. and South Korea were also apparently hacked in

---

1 The U.S. government did (in this case) make good on its threats to punish “patriot hackers,” however; the individual plead guilty to charges in 2003 (U.S. Department of Justice, 2003).

2 A search of the Whois database in January 2011 also suggests that this same entity owns alneda.net, but not alneda.org (i.e., the server and/or owner names appear similar). That this entity also apparently has at times been in business running pornographic websites may somehow seem ironic given the target of its efforts.
November 2009, when a South Korean officer neglected to remove a USB device containing this information from his computer as he switched between a restricted-access website and a site on the open Internet [Kim, 2009]. Both of these incidents reveal problems with management and security controls due to lack of apprehension of the threat.

Finally, it is unclear as to whether some parts of the following example clearly map into either of the “criminal” or “terrorist” categories (depending on legal and political determinations that were not yet settled as of this writing). This said, the November 2010 release of classified U.S. State Department documents by WikiLeaks is interesting for several reasons. First, its leader, Mr. Julian Assange, a product of the “hactivist” culture [cf. Denning, 2001; Khatchadourian, 2010], apparently shares much the same moral clarity as many terrorist groups as to the justness of his cause against the U.S. and other entities he describes as using “… secrecy to conceal unjust behavior” [Chua-Eoan, 2010]. Further, with relatively limited resources, his organization has put a major world power on the defensive [cf. Shane and Lehren, 2010]. We have found limited discussion [Thompson, 2010] regarding either the opportunity for unanticipated action he West (mainly the United States) and economic might, as well as the heavy dependence on WikiLeaks is interesting for, frecking an oath is likely to draw on available networks and systems to advance their agendas in the future [cf. Arquilla et al., 2009], which we address elsewhere. While the software supporting underlying systems that Private Manning used to steal the data was secure, the Army apparently had not fully implemented the controls where Private Manning was stationed in Iraq. Hence, it was not the technology but its management—a not uncommon failure to implement proper security controls [cf. Fantz, 2010]—that enabled the data theft [cf. Perlow, 2010]. As with the al Neda example above, WikiLeaks was attacked on multiple occasions via DDOS, in one case by a self-described “hactivist for good” with the pseudonym “the Jester” [Greene and Hughes, 2010]. As one might expect, a desire to circumscribe post hoc the use of the Internet led U.S. legislators to call for the prosecution of Mr. Assange, with some describing WikiLeaks as a terrorist organization [Epstein, 2010; AP, 2010; Greenemeier, 2010] another applied pressure on Amazon.com™ to drop WikiLeaks content from its servers [Gonsalves, 2010]. The White House issued a no-read order to federal employees [UPI, 2010], and the U.S. Justice Department initiated an investigation of WikiLeaks [Nakashima and Markon, 2010]. WikiLeaks’ supporters responded by launching attacks in late 2010 against online resources of businesses that chose to drop it as a customer in response to concerns about its actions, as well against politicians critical of Mr. Assange [Greenemeier, 2010], thus revealing the threats faced by any entity with an online presence.

IV. UNRULY NEIGHBORS—IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND RESEARCH

As we have described here, the boundaries of our world are defined to an ever-increasing extent not by geopolitical choice but by the inter-connectedness of our networks [Castells, 1996]. Consequently, terror and criminal groups will be even more likely to draw on available networks and systems to advance their agendas in the future [cf. Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 2001]. We assert that the creativity of terror and criminal groups draws at least in part from their existence outside the mainstream of Western society. This enables them to cast off generally taken-for-granted understandings about “appropriate” uses of information technology and call it into creative use for their own purposes [cf. Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 2001; Castells, 1998; Kaikhla, 2002]. Opportunities for unanticipated action abound for those who would make careful study of the information and organizational systems in place and the taken-for-granted understandings surrounding them. Clearly these are concerns for those operating and defending systems.

In terms of IS practice, one example that demonstrates the point we have been trying to make at two levels regards the development of the business of the offshore outsourcing of software development [cf. Lacity, Wilcocks, and Feeney, 1995], and also to open-source development [cf. Open Source Initiative, 2009]. At one level, these phenomena clearly demonstrate the ability of people in locations outside the world’s prosperous countries to both understand and contribute to the development of technologies as competently as anyone in the more developed world. However, a second level is that there is often an implicit belief that users in the developing world of technologies that originate in the developed world will use and design the technologies in prescribed and anticipated ways, which may not be consistent with reality. While the cost benefits of offshore software development are well-documented [CNN.com, 2004], the notion that nearly anybody can join al Qaeda or their ilk (as described previously) raises grave concerns for the security of the code that returns to the developed world in terms of possible “back doors” into the software. There is substantial evidence that groups such as al Qaeda see strong linkages between the military might of the West (mainly the United States) and economic might, as well as the heavy dependence on the underlying information technologies and systems that drive such things as B2C or B2B commerce, or even indirectly, military systems [cf. Verton, 2003], so such systems are targets. Accordingly, al Qaeda is known to be recruiting heavily among Muslim students graduating in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Information Systems, and other IT-related fields [cf. Verton, 2003], and this is a particular concern because anyone could act on
Another implication for practitioners has to do with concerns relevant to single-vendor dominance in the market. Whether it be Microsoft Windows™ or other dominant packages, a lack of “genetic diversity” [Wired.com, 2004] in the software could be seen as leading to vulnerabilities that might not exist otherwise. Further, the advent of “grid” [cf. Gartner, 2004], “utility” [cf. Bhargava and Sundaresan, 2004] or “cloud” computing [cf. Armbrust et al. 2010], which implies even tighter integration among disparate systems around the world, would present a tempting target to a motivated, intelligent, and resourceful group. The decentralization of computing capabilities and data storage inherent in such architectures could present a situation in which wholesale disruption of the Internet infrastructure is unnecessary; an attacker would simply need to degrade the portion of the grid responsible for targeted services, while leaving other circuits and connections open for command and control.

As a response to the possibilities we raise here, the growing concern about information and network security has led to a veritable plethora of certificate programs in information assurance, network security, and related areas. For example, the lead author of this article is involved in the development of a cyber-security course sequence at his university to produce professionals for government and industry. Standards that emphasize the systematic assessment of and defense against threats to information security have been promulgated by government agencies, for example, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Department of Defense Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation Process (DIACAP), and Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA), as well as private entities such as the Committee for Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) and Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT).

Each of the standards and processes mentioned above emphasizes systematic efforts to identify information systems and assets as to their criticality, including the value of the information and potential damage if the confidentiality, integrity or availability of the system or asset were compromised. This process would ideally be followed by an assessment of vulnerabilities that may exist to these assets (e.g., known Windows exploits if one is running Windows-based systems) potential threats (i.e. criminals might want to steal customer data) and how these might be mitigated (e.g., creating a systematic regime by which “patch Tuesday” or other updates from Microsoft are distributed and installed to all PCs). This said, most of the mandated standards above deal with government-owned and managed systems or systems used in industries with significant government regulatory oversight (e.g., hospitals working under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996). The vast majority of privately-owned systems are under no such mandates to enhance security, however. Though there are ample motivations for private entities to safeguard their systems (e.g., the threat of legal action if sensitive data is lost, or the effort that recovery from an attack would entail), in 2009 less than half of corporations surveyed used external security audits at least once per year, though this was an increase from the previous year [PRNewswire, 2010]; another survey suggests half of small business owners believe the cost of robust security outweighs the benefit despite concerns that such organizations are being explicitly targeted [National Cyber Security Alliance, 2010]. Further, nearly every major federal agency suffered information security failures in 2009 [U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2010]. Such findings are especially troubling because the interrelated nature of systems and infrastructures could well lead to shared risks that are not well understood. Imagine, as an example, a major military base that depends on a local utility for its electrical power. Are the defenses in place at the utility provider commensurate with the risk to a national defense asset?

That this awareness has arisen leads to an emphasis on the importance of information systems/technology management and governance, as defense against such threats as we describe here are not strictly of a technical nature. Software vendors can (and do) offer a range of patches, updates, and the like to their customers, but if there is no effective means by which such fixes are consistently and routinely applied throughout the organization, the effort at developing these protections is for naught. In a reality in which any point of access is also a potential point for exploit, effective management and governance of the IT security function are critical. The critical element in any systematized attempt to create an information assurance regime is individuals engaged in this process who can effectively assess threats, defenses, and risks, as well as the costs and benefits of various mitigation strategies; simply following procedures will not be enough. As one example, security audits must no longer be thought of as something to be dispensed with and then left lying fallow until the next audit; managers will by necessity need to view security as an ongoing risk-management effort, continually adjusting and improving to address emergent vulnerabilities and threats.
In the presence of well-trained, skilled, and motivated attackers, every aspect of system defense will likely need rethought. For example, the current means by which many organizations secure their systems is to purchase the latest updates from Symantec®, McAfee®, or Kaspersky® (among several others), which are traditionally based on viruses characterized by specific signatures that can be identified [cf. Shipley, 2010]. However, the advent of threats, such as polymorphic viruses [cf. Grimes, 2007], packed viruses, targeted viruses, crimeware toolkits [cf. Mills, 2010; Perez, 2010] and the sheer volume of new viruses represent threats against which signature-based antivirus software is not well-equipped to defend [cf. Shipley, 2010]. Hence, defenses will have to adjust; one such adjustment is the Tripwire™ software [cf. Fioretti, 2006], which makes use of a hashing algorithm to keep track of any changes to files on a given server or workstation. Another is Bouncer™ from Coretrace [Grimes, 2009], which involves the use of application white-listing rather than signature-based defenses to protect against malware.

While we do not engage deeply in the notion of nation-state sponsored effort here, it is worthwhile to note that nation-states also bring unique schemata to their understanding of information technologies and their uses; indeed, one need only consider some lessons learned about IT in the wake of the 1990-1991 Persian Gulf War. Specifically, the same types of command and control technologies and communications networks that were key enablers for the US-led coalition proved to be strategic liabilities for the Iraqi leadership and command authority once these were selectively targeted and destroyed during the air campaign. The resulting “strategic paralysis” of the Iraqi military, despite its nearly overwhelming numbers of conventional ground forces, was caused by Iraq’s dependence on a sophisticated and integrated IT infrastructure that had been rendered ineffective [Warden, 1994], which illustrates the kinds of IT-centric liabilities and vulnerabilities with which most any modern nation-state must contend. Since that time China, Russia, Israel, and the United States (to name a few) have engaged in systematic efforts to identify and exploit weaknesses in IT systems and to develop IT-centric target sets in the event of a “cyber-war” [cf. Clark and Knake, 2010]. For example, an Israeli raid on a Syrian radar site in 2007 was preceded by a cyber attack to disable Syrian defenses [cf. Clark and Knake, 2010]. Indeed, it is plausible that the more sophisticated extant malware is state-sponsored [cf. Broad, Markoff and Sanger, 2011] and perhaps earlier, less targeted attacks served as a “proof of concept” [Garfinkel, 2003]; there is evidence that the Stuxnet worm of 2010 has at least some characteristics in common with the earlier Conficker worm [Acchido, 2011]. In addition, these nation-states are also considering what may previously have been nonmilitary targets (e.g., banks or civilian power generation); the Russian invasion of Georgia in 2008 was preceded by a cyber-attack that crippled Georgian defenses [Markoff, 2008] and also targeted banks and other nonmilitary sites [cf. Clarke and Knake, 2010].

Just as there are a variety of implications for various groups who have interest in the development, use, and defense of information systems, there are a variety of potential avenues of study for IS researchers. We suggest that the examples provided here illustrate novel uses and appropriations of information technology to enable knowledge-based virtual organizations that can be applied in a variety of domains, including terrorist and criminal organizations. This evidence shows that such groups appropriate technology as a means to organize their various nefarious activities and target those same technologies as well. Certainly, research aimed at increasing our understanding of how terrorist and criminal organizations appropriate information technology to disreputable ends would prove valuable. Yet, we have found only one research article [Cesera, 2005] that has specifically studied information technology appropriation by terrorist organizations, finding a progressively wider adoption of goods and services related to the technology. The many other scholarly articles that examine terrorist and criminal organizations and information technology use have concentrated on issues of counter-terrorism or counter-criminal measures. While not diminishing the importance of these defensive measures, we attempt to point out that it is equally important (arguably, perhaps more important) to understand the deeper social structures involved in information technology appropriation by such groups. This knowledge would aid anti-terrorism and anti-criminal efforts as they develop or even provide some predictive power of the behaviors of such groups to thwart their efforts.

One particularly interesting avenue for study would be to investigate in depth the suggested relationship between disenfranchisement and innovative or unique appropriation of technologies. Another possible direction might be to investigate more carefully how nation-states can adopt the novel institutional changes suggested here and thereby resist this direct challenge to their sovereignty and legitimacy [cf. Castells, 1996; 1998]. Further investigation as to what “knowledge” is and how it can be best “managed” is also indicated; clear understandings in this area would offer the benefit of better understanding how criminal and terrorist groups operate and also how nation-states and legitimate enterprises might arrange their resources in a more effective manner. Likewise, research into alternative forms of organization that focus more on building norms and shared beliefs within an organization rather than focusing solely on command and control hierarchies [cf. Maitland, Bryson and Van de Ven, 1986; Ouchi, 1980] may also be fruitful pursuits for further study. Similarly, organizations described here possess attributes typical of lean organizations [cf. Jenner, 1998]: for example, they are able to assemble and maintain dispersed organizational structures with minimal expense of organizational resources. Consequently, study of the means by which such organizations ally and collaborate to achieve their goals with extremely lean organizational structures can illuminate
effective means through which organizations, large and small, as well as individuals in the global marketplace can connect and collaborate to legitimate ends.

V. CONCLUSION

Plainly there are groups and individuals that do not share the cultural assumptions and trajectories of the societies from which the technologies they use originate, who have, nevertheless, achieved a level of technical and organizational sophistication that makes them resourceful and dangerous adversaries to any nation-state or organization they may choose to target. Because we blind ourselves to the alternative possibilities afforded by or contained within our technologies, we disarm ourselves. That our technologies have become “ready-to-hand” closes us to understanding their use in creative ways, and we ignore the deeper issues in our world that these subversive uses of technology mask; for one, that “targets” in “warfare” are no longer necessarily military or government resources, and for another, are no longer only at the boundaries between ourselves and those who may wish us ill.

The reality of technological asymmetry is an indicator of the structurational nature of our primary argument; that information technology serves both as a means of enabling criminal and terrorist action and as a potential target of such action. In particular, those nations in which such technology is embedded and pervades nearly every aspect of economic infrastructure and provision of human services are, in fact, most vulnerable and sensitive to any disruptions or degradation of such infrastructure; such technological dependence affords more opportunities to affect greater disruptions by smaller and smaller groups [Jenkins, 2003]. However, it is precisely the pervasiveness, reach, open standards, and low marginal cost of acquisition of such technologies that enable the creative, geographically dispersed, and unexpected uses of such technology for illegitimate ends.

History has shown that those people who are at times dismissed by the more technologically advanced (and, therefore, technologically dependent) world have made careful study of systems, technology, and procedures at work in the developed world and actively seek to exploit their weaknesses. These threats will exist so long as commerce and communication are online, and defense will require ever-increasing sophistication and vigilance. However, mechanisms do exist to identify information assets, assess threats against them, and mitigate the associated risk. This would seem the most appropriate response, and to the extent that this article has raised awareness that leads to action on the part of both government agencies and private enterprise to enhance technical defenses and human capital directed toward this end [cf. Nakashima and Krebs, 2009], we believe our effort here has served its purpose.
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